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EU Regulation 1049/2001

• This is the legal basis for access to documents of EU Parliament, 
Council and Commission. It was adopted in May 2001 under the
Swedish Presidency of the Council. The Swedes know a lot about
transparency as their earliest legislation on access to documents is
from 1766. The EU institutions are still learning. Or so we hope.



From the work program of the Swedish Presidency in 2001



No transparency please, we are Germans

Regulation 1049/2001 is better than – for example – the German federal law on access to
information:

- No fees

- Binding time-limit of 15 plus 15 working days



I have often used it, since my time as a EU correspondent in Brussels for „Stern“ magazine
until 2004. In 2012 I could prove thanks to documents to which I got access that Eurostat 
had warned the Commission since 1999 that Greece might fiddle the figures on their
budget.



How to investigate the RRF?

Decisions on the national programs as part of the RRF were negotiated between
national governments and the EU Commission, with a final vote in the Council. 
The EU Parliament had no say on them and most national parliaments neither. 
So in order to find out how decisions were taken one had to ask for documents
from the national governments and the EU Commission. I asked the Commission
on 14 July 2021 for the documents on the evaluation of the German plan, worth
25,6 billion euro. I also asked the German Ministry of Finance.





As you can see I used this mail address: 
Sg-Acc-Doc@ec.europa.eu
The Commission wants you to use a form on their website

mailto:Sg-Acc-Doc@ec.europa.eu


They even ask you to fill out a separate form for each document. But you do not 
have to do that. They simply want to make access difficult for you.



It took the Commission 15 days to respond



My reply from the same day



The Commission was still unhappy with my request and asked to me reduce the
scope of it



They also admitted that they had not even started to identify the documents that
would be covered by my request – and this after three weeks



So I got a bit angry and responded by asking for a list of all relevant documents



Regulation 1049/2001 had already in 2001 obliged the EU Commission to create a 
register of all their documents until June 2002. But they never really did that. There
is a register but in it many or perhaps even most internal documents are lacking.



Side note: Even the EU Parliament holds documents that are so „highly confidential“ 
that the EP‘s own „Transparency Unit“ can not find them in their internal register
(from an report of the EU Ombudsman after my complaint about the EP in 2017)



Back to 2021 and the RRF and my request for a list of the documents on the
evaluation of the German RRF evaluation. The Commission did not like my demand
for a list. They announced now to apply „standard procedures“…



That meant to „unilaterally restrict the scope of your application to those parts that
can be dealt with within the extended deadline of 30 working days“



They did not quote any legal basis for these „standard procedure“, so I guess that does not 
exist. Already on 4 August I had decided to complain to the EU Ombudsman about the
exceptional hostility with which the Commission had reacted to my request



On 12 August 2021 I updated the Ombudsman on my latest exchange with the
Commission



The Ombudsman Emily O‘Reilly formally rejected my complained – but she also 
wrote to the Commission President



This was her letter to Ursula von der Leyen. O‘Reilly underlined that the documents
on the RRF were of „significant public interest“.



It took the Commission President nearly two months to reply on 15 October 2021



But the intervention of the Ombudsman had helped. The Commission services
became a bit more friendly to me. On 15 September I got the list I had asked for.



Now and in the following weeks I also got several batches of documents, among
them minutes of a video conference with German officials from June 2021, where
they insisted that „not a single comma can be changed“ in the final German plan



I also got a note about a „virtual beer“ between Brussels and Berlin…



I used these documents for a story that I published in early November, as part of the
first wave of our #RecoveryFiles articles across Europe



Then I realised that the Commission had tricked me. They had only sent documents from
the time of the official introduction of the German plan since April 2021. But there were
already discussions about a German draft since December 2020. So I wrote them again



My new request was rejected completely on 1 December 2021. The Commission
cited a German veto…



And risks for the financial stability of Germany…



Before I tell how this went on: Other colleagues of the #RecoveryFiles team from other
member states had filed their requests, too. They also encountered mixed success. Matej 
Zwitter, the colleague from Slovenian media outlet Ostro, got partial access, but…



Attila Biro from RISE in Romania heard an argument that the Commission used frequently in 
similar ways: Disclosing certain documents would threaten the “climate of mutual trust” 
with national authorities and “strain the working relations” between Brussels and Bucharest



A bit more openness prevailed in the cases of Denmark and Sweden where also the national 
authorities were less reluctant to allow access to the documents. But also in the case of
Denmark the Commission argued, in a letter to colleague Staffan Dahlöff…



One thing you can do when public bodies refuse access to documents: You can write
about that and publicly shame them. We did this in February.



But in the case of the EU institutions you can also complain, following a procedure laid
down in Regulation 1049/2041. If the institution refuses access, partly or completely, you
can file a confirmatory application. Here is mine from 6 December 2021



As you might have noticed - or not - we all had based our requests not only on 
Regulation 1049/2001 but also on Regulation 1367/2006. It covers access to
environmental information based on the Aarhus convention.



Regulation 1049/2002 says that institutions have to handle confirmatory
applications within 15 working days. Only in „exceptional cases“, provided
that „detailed reasons are given“ may they add another 15 days.



These paragraphs are binding law since 2001. Unfortunately they are widely
unknown in the EU Commission and even in the EU Parliament. Very often the
institutions simply add 15 days without giving any “detailed reasons“.



So did the Commission now in 2021 regarding my confirmatory application on the
RRF documents. They gave no detailed reasons but promised “to do their utmost“…



Other colleagues got similar replies, also 
Staffan from Denmark



In my case the Commission spent another 15 working days until telling me that they
were „not able to respond within the extended time-limit, as we have not yet
finalised internal consultations“. Yes, of course they were doing „their utmost“.



But by now the Commission was breaking the law which allows them only to extrend the
time-limit once. So now I was legally entitled to complain to the Ombudsman. One of my
arguments was that the Commission had failed to balance
the overriding public interest in disclosure against their reasons for refusing access.



The Ombudsman accepted my complaint rather quickly and sent a letter to
the Commission on 2 February, reminding them of their legal obligations
and asking them to reply by 22 February.



The Commission replied on 22 February to me, so on the latest day possible. They
now offered another „fair solution“, by sending me additional lists of documents and 
asking me to choose from them a collection of 30 documents, and this „swiftly“…



I replied within two days, focussing on documents on mobility because I knew that
the Commission and the German government had – in discussions over the first
German draft plan - disagreements over that issue



This was nearly three months ago. Since then I haven‘t heard anything from the Comission. 
Like many of us in the past three months I have done a number of investigations related to
the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Otherwise I might have already put more pressure on the
Commission. On 2 May the Ombudsman stepped in and asked me about the progress.



After complaining to the Ombudsman we at #RecoveryFiles are now also considering to take
the Commission to court.
What is happening behind these walls? We only know: They are doing their utmost. 
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Thank you!


